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Khotyn Castle. photo by H.N. Lohvyn)

FRONT COVER:

Cartouche of the map Vkrania Terra Cosaccornm by J.B.
Homann, Nurnberg 1710. The central figure represents

Ivan Mazepa who lost Ukraine at the 1709 Battle of
Poltava as the Ukrainian Cossack's saber shows. Upper
right is a Turkish soldier where Mazepa found freedom

from Moscow. Far left is the culprit Tsar Peter I (Great) of

Russia. tv1ap in A. Gregorovich collection. Our superb

photo is by Chris McElcheran.)

Thank You!)

BACK COVER:
President Leonid Kravchuk of Ukraine meets with U,S.
President Bill Clinton at the White House, Washington,

D.C., March 4, 1994. Official White House photo.)

Forum would like to thank poet Peter Kuzyk of

Leamington, Ont. for his much appreciated help and

generosity. Thank you to Alexander Romas of Lasalle,
Quebec for the donation. Forum \\\\\"ould also like to thank
the Chopivsky family for the Washington photos and
material. Forum acknowledges the help of Mykola
Chubuk of Kiev and the Ukraina Society, especially for the
Castle Khotyn article.)
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UFA Aid to Ukraine

$6,000,000 for Children of Chornobyl
Hospital and Other Aid Provided in

Cooperation
With Christian Relief Services)

HE UKRAINIAN Fraternal Association has
a long tradition of service to the Ukrainian

community in the USA and Canada. How--

ever, ever since Ukraine became indepen--

dent in 1991 the UFA has also offered exper--

tise and generous financial and humanitarian aid to help
Ukraine. In cooperation with the International Relief and
Rescue Branch of the Christian Relief Services of Alexan--

dria, Virginia, aid has been provided to help build Ukrain--
ian medical and health resources and particularly to help
the most helpless of Ukrainian citizens: the children suffer--

ing from the nuclear radiation from the Chornobyl acci--

dent.

In 1991UFA President Ivan Oleksyn met with Eugene
L. Krizek, the President of Christian Relief Services, and

they established a close working relationship to provide
aid to Ukraine. Christian Relief Services, which has access
to immense humanitarian resources, is well known for the
good work it does in helping people in need around the
\\vorld. In addition to CRS President Krizek, Executive Di--

rector Jenny Patterson and Marshall A. Mackler, Director,
have played major roles in organizing shipments of aid to
Ukraine.)

FORUM NO. 90 \302\267SPRING-SUMMER, 1994) 3)))
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UFA President
Ivan Oleksyn)

Ivan Oleksyn was invited to serve as the Advisory Board

Member for Ukraine on the International Relief and Res-
cue branch of the Christian Relief Services. Over the past

three years the cooperation between the UFA and the

CRS has moved a mountain of medical and humanitarian
aid to Ukraine thanks to the generosity of Americans.

In Ukraine the aid has gone to orphanages, schools, hos-

pitals, homes for the elderly and homes for veterans in all

areas of Ukraine. The cooperation of organizations in
Ukraine has ensured efficient and widespread delivery of
the aid from America.

According to UFA President Ivan Oleksyn, during the

period of the Referendum (August-December 1991),the
UFA provided $25,000. to aid Rukh in its information

campaign. An additional $14,000. of aid was provided by
the UFA to various scholarly, cultural, art and social wel-

fare groups and organizations.
The largest contribution the UFA has made in the past

few years has been in the area of medicine, health care and
modern hospital equipment provided mainly for the Kiev

Hospital for Children of Chornobyl. These are the young
victims suffering from the world's worst nuclear accident

in the Chornobyl Atomic Power Station in northern
Ukraine. The UFA learned in 1990 that Ukraine's hospi-

tals completely lacked modern medical equipment as well

as medicines. The UFA executive acted quickly.
In 1991, for example, UFA/CRS shipped three 40 foot

containers with vitamins, medicine and various other

items valued at a total of $1,012,000. In addition to this,
the UFA purchased an important medical apparatus, Au-
tomated Cell Counter - System 9000, in Switzerland for
the analysis of blood and another medical machine, Kobas

Mira, in Austria valued at $100,000.This was the first ma-
chine of its kind in Kiev, a city of three million. Other

equipment such as microscopes, blood pressure measuring
gauges for adults and children and other apparatus were

purchased by the UFA and donated.)

4)

In 1992 UFA/CRS shipped ten 40-foot containers with
medical equipment, 40 tons of vitamins, medical appa-

ratus, medicine and many other items. The value of these

shipments was $3,176,571.not including the shipping and

administrative costs. In addition, on the special request of
Yuri Spizhenko, the Minister of Health in Ukraine, some

$30,000. of insulin medicine and $10,000. of single-use hy-
podermic needles were provided.

All the humanitarian medical aid which the UFA and

the CRS have shipped to Ukraine has been carefully con-

firmed as received in Kiev and properly delivered to the
designated recipients. Official thanks to the UFA have

been received from the Government of Ukraine.

By April 1993 three containers were sent with desper-

ately needed hygienic supplies such as anesthetics, soap,

shampoo, and bandages as well as children's clothing and
shoes. The value of shipments for the first four months of

1993 was $1,375,250.
As a result of the efforts of the UFA and CRS considera-

ble aid has been provided to the Children's Hospital in
Kiev. Many of the supplies shipped by the UFA/CRS has

gone to the Children's Hospital, to children in schools and
to poor families. All of this has been administered by
Oleksandr Kostuchenko the representative of the UFA in
Kiev in cooperation with Green World (Zeleny Svit) and

other Ukrainian organizations.

In 1993 the UFA designated $100,000.for the purchase
of a special medical apparatus (Endoscope) which can ana-

lyze the condition of the internal organs of a sick child and
their degree of damage from nuclear radiation.

A typical example of the kind of aid provided is to be
found in the content of the last container shipment sched-
uled to arrive in Kiev on May 3, 1994. According to the

final list, provided by Jenny Patterson, it contained the fol-

lowing:

8 boxes of medicine from the UFA

3 pallets of fruit juices

3 pallets of vitamin/protein powder

4 pallets of Dristan Cold relief Mix in powder form
11 pallets of syringes, surgical blades with handles,

needles of assorted sizes, new crutches, assorted

hospital linens, including slippers, face masks,
hats and scrub clothing.

The total aid provided to Ukraine by Christian Relief

Services and the Ukrainian Fraternal Association in 1991-

1994 amounts to over $6,000,000. The Ukrainian Frater-
nal Association and UFA members have established a dis-

tinguished record in supplying humanitarian aid to

Ukraine. Donations continue to be received and to make

a difference in the lives of young children in Ukraine. For

some children the UFA/CRS aid has been a matter of life

or death to the child. .
You can help. Please send a donation to:

Ukrainian Fraternal Association

Hospital Fund
Box 350

440 Wyoming Avenue

Scranton, PA 18509-0350)
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ICHARD M. NIXON, the 37th President

who was twice elected President of the

United States, was both one of the most ex-

traordinary and one of the most controver-
ial American leaders. As a Republican he

won his fame as an anti-communist in 1948 and is famous

for his prosecution of Alger Hiss as a communist spy. His
1959 \"kitchen debate\" in Moscow with Nikita Khrush-
chev added to his reputation. He lost a 1960 presidential

campaign to John E Kennedy but was finally elected Presi-

dent in 1968.
As President, Nixon contributed firm leadership and his

two major achievements were probably his re-establish-
ment of relations with Red China in 1971 and the initia-

tion of detente on nuclear Vleapons with Leonid Brezhnev
and the USSR. Henry Kissinger, his National Security
Adviser and Secretary of State, has maintained a high pro-

file in international affairs for the last quarter of a century.
A patriotic and well informed American, Nixon shared

his life with his country in his memorable speeches. As a

possible candidate for Vice-President to Eisenhower he de-
livered his \"Checkers\" speech about his pet dog on na-
tional TV and won support for his candidacy. Later in
1962 he held his \"last press conference\" as a defeated can-

didate for Governor of California and said to the press,)
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Ukraine is \"an independent nation

of flfty million people that is destined

to be a major European power.\"
- Richard M. Nixon)

\"You won't have Nixon to kick around any more?'

Watergate, the political scandal of]une 17, 1972 to 1974,
was President Nixon's Waterloo and ended with his im-

peachment and his resignation August 1974 from the post

of President. He was President 1969-74. It is significant that
in his three elections Nixon won more votes for U.S. Presi-

dent than any other man in history. The disgrace of Wa-

tergate was devastating but he did not disappear. He wrote
ten books and slowly made a comeback over the past dec-

ade as an elder statesman of America.

Nixon had just finished his last book Beyond Peace (New

York: Random House, 1994) when he died on Friday,

April 29, 1994. In this work he left a legacy for the Ameri-

can people based partly on a fact-finding tour of Russia
and Ukraine he had made in March 1994.Nixon's meet-

ing in Moscow with Aleksandr Rutskoi led Boris Yeltsin to
cancel his meeting with him. This trip was the last major

political event of his life reported by the media. His meet-
ing with President Leonid Kravchuk of Ukraine, whom he

admired and met with in 1991, 1993 and 1994, did not
make the news.

In his last book Nixon seems to have discovered the im-

portance of Ukraine to the United States and offered some

revealing comments. His book offers advice to President)
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Richard Nixon and Nikita Khrushehev in the famous Moscow &&kitchen debate\"
at a model Amea-ican kitchen exhibit.)

Clinton and a neVi agenda for the United States in this

complex post Cold War period. Here are some excerpts

from this very readable and important book by Nixon:)

\"The United States cannot be indifferent to the fears of

Russia's neighbors, particularly because in many instances

those fears are based on new, disturbing elements in Rus-
sia's own behavior. There is considerable evidence that
Russia security thinking during the two years since the col-

lapse of the Soviet Union has moved in a more aggressive
direction. Force has become a more acceptable instrument
in Russian foreign policy, and the \"divide and rule\" tech-

nique is frequently relied upon by the Kremlin in such

places as Georgia and Azerbaijan.

That Russian policy has become more assertive, even

heavy-handed, is not in dispute. Yeltsin and his pro- West-

ern Foreign Minister, Andrei Kozyrev, talk proudly about

the newly muscular defense of Russian interests in the
\"near abroad\" - the Russians' term for the other former

Soviet republics. Ukrainian President Kravchuk and
former Latvian President Anatoly Gorbunous, now
Speaker of the Parliament, are ex-communists and not

anti-Russian firebrands. But they personally expressed

concern to me last year about the Russian tendency to

push their countries around.
Still, I do not think a new imperialism looms. I have spo-

ken with many Russian politicians of different persua-

sions, including President Yeltsin, who were nostalgic for
at least some aspects of the former Soviet empire. But with
the exception of the supernationalistic fringe, all the Rus-

sians with whom I have spoken seem to understand that
the past can no longer be recreated. Russia's Defense Min-

ister, General Pavel Grachev, has told me that he was ada-
mantly opposed to any Russian military intervention in
former Soviet republics. Others confirmed that the under-

staffed and poorly supplied Russian armed forces were not

enthusiastic about a greater role outside their country's
borders.

It is not premature to indicate to Russia's leaders at the

highest level, quietly, but with complete clarity, that Rus-

sia's conduct is coming dangerously close to the point at
which no American administration would be able to ig-
nore it.)

6)

It is likely that Russia's leaders, even those who advocate
a more nationalist policy, will be practical about the conse-

quences of any steps that could be construed in the West as

aggression against their neighbors. They will bear in mind
the fragility of the political coalitions supporting aid to

Russia in the West's recession-strapped capitals. They also
will certainly not forget that the Cold War was waged not

only against communism but on behalf of the people \\\\Tho

were suffering under it inside and outside Russia, particu-

larly in Ukraine, Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania. Having
seen these and other republics finally win their indepen-
dence, Americans would not tolerate seeing them subju-

gated again.
Similar sensitivity must govern our policies toward the

other post-Soviet states. Of these, the one requiring the

most subtlety and finesse is Ukraine. The United States
must become much more active in reducing tensions and
rivalries between Ukraine and Russia, encouraging politi-

cal and economic reforms in both, and always taking care)

RICHARD)

IXON)

BEYOND)

EACE)
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to be perceived as neither anti-Russian nor anti-Ukrainian

unless either adopts policies that threaten our interests.
Russia and Ukraine have a number of complex issues to

settle, ranging from Ukraine's need for Russian energy

supplies to the status of Crimea. What matters to the
United States is not so much the particular outcome of

their disputes as that they are settled amicably. Over time,
our involvement in this relationship will be as important
in ensuring regional peace as was our role in bringing
about improved relations between Israel and the Arab

states. Two diametrically opposite possibilities loom along
the Russian-UkraInian border. They could develop a

flourishing partnership such as the one between the

United States and Canada, or they could find themselves

behaving like India and Pakistan, two super armed scorpi-
ons trapped in a bottle. Ukraine's history of domination

by Moscow would seem to make the unhappier prospect
the more likely one. United States policy should be de-

signed to ensure that both sides realize that the happier
prospect is in their interests.

In implementing such a policy, we have a possible ally in

Ukraine's President. Leonid Kravchuk is a former hard-

line communist who has shown a remarkable knack for

ending up on the winning side in Ukraine's internal politi-
cal warfare. When I first met him in Kiev in 1991, before

Ukraine had won its independence from Moscow, I asked

him, over a gourmet dinner in the state guest house,
whether he thought Gorbachev would win a popular elec-

tion if one were held the next day in the Soviet Union. He
answered quickly. HNyet.\" Then I asked if he thought he

himself would win an election if it were held the next day

in Ukraine. This time he paused for a moment. After a

shrug and a resigned smiled, he again said HNyet.\"

He was half right. Today Gorbachev is a fixture on the
international lecture circuit, while Kravchuk is the elected
leader of an independent nation of fifty million people that
is destined to be a major European power.

After she first met Gorbachev in 1985, Margaret

Thatcher shook up some of her anticommunist supporters

when she said, \"I can do business with Mr. Gorbachev:' I

would say categorically that we can do business with Krav-

chuk if we recognize him for what he is - a cold, shrewd,

tough-minded political operator who was always more a

Ukrainian than a communist. (Holding on to po\\ver will

take all of this resourceful survivor's remaining nine politi-
cal lives.) Once the breadbasket of the Soviet Union,
Ukraine is now one of Europe's worst basket cases. Its

economy makes Russia's look like Singapore's. Its cur-

rency is virtually worthless. Industrial production has all

but collapsed. It is torn by ethnic, religious, and political
divisions. Unlike Russia, it has made hardly any progress

toward free-market reforms.)

As we cultivate better relations with Kiev, we should
stress that economic reforms must go forward if the West-

ern investment it so desperately needs is to materialize.
Meanwhile the West should open its market to Ukraine
and other nations of Eastern Europe and the former So-
viet Union. When I saw him again in 1994, Kravchuk told

me that his country had become an economic orphan.
\"The Russians cannot buy from us because they have no

money;' he said, \"while the Europeans limit our imports

with quotas:' Economic revitalization is as much in our in-
terests as in Ukraine's. If Russia were to revert to authori-

tarianism, a strong Ukraine would be a vital deterrent to

aggression. A prescription for disaster in Europe would be

a weak, vulnerable Ukraine joining forces with a newly im-

perialist Russia. Also, Ukraine is far more likely to follo\\v

through on its disarmament commitments if our relations
with it remain strong. We should move forward on the full

range of cooperative policies, including military-to-mili-

tary contacts, economic assistance, and wide-ranging edu...

cational exchanges. Once Ukraine adopts real economic

reforms, every assistance program open to Russia should
be open to Ukraine.

Moscow may question our efforts to build up Ukraine.
Its concerns \\vill be understandable. We can ease them by

finding ways to be pro-Ukraine that do not appear anti-

Russian and by stressing that our policy is based on the

manifestly correct view that our interests and those of

Moscow and Kiev will benefit from both nations' being

strong, open, and free.

Beyond Peace, by President Nixon. New York..To..

ronto: Random House, 1994. 262 p. ISBN 0..679..

43323..6 Hardbound $23.00 USA, $31.00Canada.)

FTER RICHARD Nixon returned from his

1994 fact-finding trip to Russia and Ukraine

he contributed an article to The New York

Times on Friday, March 25, 1994in which

e gave his opinions. Some of these later ap'\"

peared in his book Beyond Peace. There is one notable pas-

sage in this article that is particularly significant:

((The independence of all the former Soviet states is impor-

tant. The independence of Ukraine is indispensable. A Rus...

sian- Ukrainian confrontation would make Bosnia look like a

Sunday-school picnic. Moscow should be made to understand

that any attempt to destabilize Ukraine - to say nothing of

outright aggression - would have devastating consequences
for the Russian-American relationshiP. Ukrainian stability is

in the strategic interest of the United States.\" .)

leThe independence of Ukraine is indispensable.\"

\"Ukrainian stability is in the strategic interest
of

the United

S
\"

tates.)

- Richard Nixon)
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Mean Hospitality and Friendship in Ukraine)

President Kravchuk of Ukraine received a traditional

Ukrainian Bread & Salt greeting, with a bouquet of

flowers, when he arrived at AndreW's Air Force Base in
Washington, D.C. on March 3, 1 994.)

E ANCIENT UKRAINIAN tradition of

offering a guest bread and salt goes back a

long way. Important and famous guests and

relatives are offered a circular bread and salt
by their Ukrainian hosts usually on a

rushnyk, an embroidered ceremonial cloth. The first time I

visited Ukraine in March-April 1976 I was offered bread
and salt (khlib i sil') by my relatives in Chernivtsi, Bu-

kovina. The protocol requires you, if you are a dignitary,
to accept the gift in your hands and bow your head slightly
in thanks, or make a gesture to kiss it, and then it may be

handed back. Often the bread is broken by the guest,
dipped in the salt and eaten. If it is a family gathering it

may be eaten, put aside to be eaten later or taken home.
Although I felt a little awkward at receiving the bread

and salt I kne\\\\' they were offering a tradition stretching
back thousands of years in Ukraine. The bread represents

hospitality, the warmth of Ukrainian hospitality from the)
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rich black earth of Ukraine. Even Captain John Smith,
the founder of Virginia, who visited Ukraine about 1600,
remarked on the great hospitality he met in Ukraine after

his escape from the Turks. The salt symbolizes friendship,
an eternal friendship that will never go bad because salt is
never corrupted by time.)
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At Sviata vercha (holy supper) on Ukrainian
Christmas Eve a trinity of kolach round bread
forms the centerpiece of the dinner table. A

didukh sheaf of W'heat represents the spirit of

the familyt s ancestors.)

Bread and Salt:

Hospitality and Friendship
Over two thousand years ago, in ancient Greece, bread

and salt were offered to guests as a greeting. Ancient
Ukraine, called Scythia in those days about 2,500 years

ago, was a granary for Greece and it is possible that Plato,
Aristotle and Socrates all ate bread made from wheat

grown on the steppes of ancient Ukraine and its province

of Crimea. Greek colonies such as T yras, Chersones and

Olbia dotted the Black Sea coast of Ukraine in ancient
times.

This tradition also symbolizes the link of Ukraine with

the roots of its Greek culture stretching back some 2,500
years. Even ancient 1i-oy, according to some historians,

did not fall in the 13th century B.C. because of the li-ojan
Horse and the smile of the beautiful Helen of 1i-oy. 1i-oy
controlled the Dardanelles water passage and was taxing
the ships carrying wheat sailing from Scythia-Ukraine
across the Euxine (Black) Sea to ancient Greece. This may
have been the cause of the Trojan War. What was the fa-

mous Trojan Horse which breached the walls of mighty
Troy? According to some historians it may have been an

earthquake that leveled the walls and allowed King Aga-
memnon, after a long siege, to capture the city.)

FORUM NO. 90 \302\267SPRING-SUMMER, 1994)

Bread and wheat have always been important elements
in Ukrainian life, culture and folklore. The decoration of

bread became an art form for Ukrainian women. The
dozens of varieties created amazed even the French writer

Honore de Balzac who lived in Ukraine in Verkhovnia,
near Kiev, on the Ukrainian estate of his wife Eva Hanska

during the years 1847-1850. \"Perhaps one day:' wrote

Balzac to a friend, \"I will be able to repay you this friendly
service when you come to Ukraine, this terrestrial para-
dise, where I marked 77 ways of preparing bread, which
fact itself suggests the idea that the people are able to ma-

nipulate even the simplest things:' Ukraine was the bread-

basket of Europe.
Every major event and holiday in Ukrainian life has its

special bread. For Christmas, for Easter, for Weddings and
for Funerals, bread and wheat form the central traditions.

At Christmas there is a large kolach, a round decorated or

braided loaf or bread, as the centerpiece of the Christmas
table. kolo means circle in Ukrainian and symbolizes eter-

nity. There is also a didukh in the dining room which is a

sheaf of wheat representing the spirit of the ancestors and
the family tradition. Essential also at Christmas, or Rizdvo

in Ukrainian, is the kutia, an ancient dish of wheat, poppy
seed and honey which originated at the dawn of time in
Ukraine and is the Very first food eaten on Ukrainian
Christmas Eve, january 6.

The braided eggbread or Khlib (bread) is available in)

...\

Traditional Ukrainian braided egg bread.)

North America and is called chalah by the Jewish commu-

nity. The bublyk of Ukraine, a sort of hard bread donut,

originated in Eastern Europe, and according to New York

tradition it came to the USA in the 1800s with Jewish im-

migrants from the city of Lviv in western Ukraine. Lviv
was known as Lemberg to Austrians and Germans. In the

United States it is called a bagel from the Austrian Ger-

man word.
The croissant, the quintessential French bread, is said to

have originated after the 1683 battle of Vienna where

King Jan Sobieski of Poland and the Ukrainian Cossacks
in his army helped to turn back the Ottoman Turkish Im-

perial army. A Ukrainian Cossack named Yuri Kulchytsky

(Georg Kolschitzky) was the hero of the Battle of Vienna.

He opened the first Viennese cafe or coffee house, the Blue)

9)))
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The Ukrainian bublyk (boo-blik) is

a soft or hard bread donut kno\\Nn

as a bagel in the USA.)
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Photos of the kolach, paska
and korovai courtesy of Mary
Stefura, Ukrainian Bread

Calendar 199 1 .)
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The paska decorated bread is as traditional at Ukrainian
Velykden (Easter) as the decorated pysanky Easter eggs.)

The korovai is the traditional Ukrainian \\Nedding bread and
is decorated here with birds and flo\\Ners made of bread and

a circle of barvinok (periwinkle).)
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Bottle Cafe, and sold the first crescent buns. The crescent
is the symbol of the muslims and Islam and it is said that a

Viennese baker who wanted to taste the victory over the

infidel Turks baked the first crescents.

At Easter the babka, a tall sweet circular loaf sometimes
topped with icing, or paska Easter bread is taken to church
in the paska Easter basket to be blessed at dawn on Easter

morning by the Ukrainian Orthodox or Ukrainian Cath..
olic priest. It is as essential in the basket as the decorated

pysanka Easter egg and colored krashanka hard boiled egg

which will be eaten with other foods at breakfast. In the
old days a very large basket was needed because all the

food for Easter week had to be blessed.

At a funeral wake, panakhyda in Ukrainian, there is a

large kolach, plus small kolachi at each place setting.
Ukraine is a huge country in Europe so its traditions vary
because of its size but this tradition of small individual ko-

lachi plus an apple for every person is common in the Bu-
kovina region of western Ukraine. Wheat, it might be

mentioned, is also a common design element on Ukrain-
ian gravestones.

But it is the wedding, the most beautiful event in human

life, that inspires the art of bread in Ukraine to reach its

highest esthetic form. Ukrainian tradition demands a very
large delicately decorated round loaf of bread not a wed-

ding cake. It is remarkable how beautifully intricate de-

signs of flowers and birds can be achieved by Ukrainian
women who put all their love and skill into making a beau-

tiful bread to complement the beauty of the bride.

Wheat comes out of the rich, black earth of Ukraine
which was \"the granary of Europe\" before communism. It

was Ukrainian varieties of wheat, especially Red Fife, in

the mid 19thcentury which helped to establish Canada as

the granary of the world. Golden wheat under the bright
blue sky of Ukraine, according to popular tradition, has
even been symbolized on the national flag of independent
Ukraine which has a horizontal band of sky blue or azure
over a band of golden yellow.

So if you are ever offered bread and salt by your hosts in
Ukraine you will know that you are part of a European
ceremony and tradition stretching back thousands of

years. A.G. .)
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A Short History of the Name
From 1187 A.D. to 1994)
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There is not, there never has been, there never
could be a Ukrainian nationality. Ukraine-
oukra\"ina, okraina-in the Slav languages is ex-
actly the equivalent of the word mark, marche

(border) in the tongues of the West, and there
has therefore been a Polish Ukraine, as also
many others in divers times and places whicn
were Russian. But the term Ukraine alone

does not correspond to any \037ntity, political, his-
torical, or ethnical. Used in this way, it has no
meaning, 'and in another way, applied to actual
f\037ct\"it is an anachronism. In former days it was

specially used of the Russian lands on the two
sides of the lower Dnieper, which Lithuania

ceded to Poland as related above. The Lithu-
anian State, after its union with Poland; kept
a large measure of autonomy. It was therefore

inevitable that the provinces ceded to Poland

should claim the same privilege. The Polish
government put itself in the wrong by refusing
this legitimate claim. Revolts were the result.
They were powerfully supported in the seven-

teenth century by the Cossacks of the neigh-

bouring region, who possessed a strong military
organization and advanc\037d communal tendencies,
and they succeeded in forming ,several autono-
mous States, of which the protectorate was often
the subject of dispute between Pol:tnd, Muscovy,)This page from the book Poland the Unknown by the

Polish writer K. Waliszewski (London: Heinemann, 1919)
is a very good example of the kind of misinformation

promoted against Ukraine.)

cEPrn1 WEnYXI1H
npO\037ECOP YI<PATHCbKoro YHIBEPCl1TETY)

YKPAUiCbKABUlbHA AKNlEMlR HAYK

Cepi..: H13BOSH8BCTBO4 I)

..

YKPAIHA
- HABBA HAlllol BEMnl

B HAMABHIUlliX '-IACIB)

RPOcnAB6,PY\037HHUbKH\037)

CJIOBO it HA3BA

nYKPAIHA\

BH8EPYHOK 8 MAnH nEBACCEPA l1E 60nnAHA 1650 potel' 3 H\"nHCOM
HA Htit: UKRAINA\302\243PARS, QUAE POKUTIAYUlGO DlClfUR. ltE 03HAI{AE:
Y K P AI HH LlACTHHA.mo no HAPOAHbOMY 8BETbCSI no KY TTSIM)
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A Short History of the Name

From 1187 A.D. to 1994)
..)

A) A)

by Andrew Gregorovich)

KRAINE, THE LAND and state of the
Ukrainian nation, is the largest country in
Europe by area, and one of the newest in-

dependent countries in the world. It is lo-

cated in Eastern Europe North of the

Black Sea between the Carpathian Mountains and the
Don River. In ancient times it was known by several names

such as Cimmeria (Conan the Barbarian was a Cimme-

rian). Alania, Antia, Roxolania, Amazonia (the legendary
Amazon female warriors lived in Ukraine), Scythia, Sar-
matia and finally, about 800 A.D., Rus\037

During the medieval period (800-1240), Kiev, the

present day capital of Ukraine, was the center of a povver-
ful kingdom called Rus, or Ruthenia in Latin. Originally

the name Rus applied to the area bounded by three cities

on Ukrainian territory: Kiev, Chernihiv and Pereyaslav.
As Rus grew, other lands came to be included with the

original Rus. The word Rus is pronounced roos with a soft s

(represented by the apostrophe for the soft mark, which
we will dispense with) or like ruce in the word truce.

The origin of the name Rus has not yet been completely
determined by scholars. However, we know it was used in

the 800s because Byzantine treaties with Kiev in 860 in-
clude the name Rus. Theories about the name include the

idea that the name ruotsi came from Scandinavia with the
Viking (Varangian) invaders in the 9th century. Another

view is that it came from the river Rus or Ros in Ukraine.

Rus was used to designate both the land and the people.
The people of the Rus Kingdom, originally the Slavic tribe

ofPoliany centered on Kiev, were called Rusyns, Rusichi,
and Rusniaks. These names survived for Ukrainians in
western Ukraine well into this century. Some historians

have recently used the spelling Rusian (with one s) for the
people of medieval Rus but it is too easily confused with

today's name Russian.)))



Old maps of the western area around Lviv also often car..
ried the names Chervona or Red Rus and, North of it into

Belarus, Chorna or Black Rus. Sometimes these were mis..

translated into English as Red Russia and Black Russia al..

though they were never Russian. These names merely in..

dicated a relationship with ancient Rus\037 Belarus or White
Rus' (formerly Belorussia or White Russia) is the name of a

separate Slavic nation north of Ukraine. It should be men..
tioned that the name Roxolanians used on Ukrainian ter..

ritory probably came from rukhs-alans meaning \"light
Alans:')

.)

YItpaHna)

Ukraine Name First Used in 1187 A.D.
It was in the year 1187that the historical chronicles first

used the name Ukraine for the territory of Rus which is

South of Kiev. The Chronicler wrote that when Kniaz
(King) Vladimir Hlibovich of Pereyaslav died, \"Ukraine

mourned for him greatly:')

W HeM: JIte OYKpanHa WlOro nOCTOHa .:.)

The origin of the name Ukraine (Ukraina, pronounced

oo..kra..yee..na in Ukrainian) has been derived by scholars

from the Slavic languages. The word kraina in Ukrainian
.

I
\" \"

d k
' \" m,

means Simp y country an razaty !11eans to cut 011 as,

for example, a piece of land. Some scholars find the origin
of the name Ukraine in these words.

The most probable origin for the name Ukraine is bor-

derland since \"u kraina\" and \"v kraina\" means at the edge

or border of the country in Ukrainian.)

KIEV AN RUS)

\302\267
Pereyaslavl

\"Ukraine\" 1187 A.D.)

It appears that in its first known use in the year 1187 in

the lpatievska Chronicle it was used to denote the southern
borderland area of Kievan Rus\037 It was not the borderland
of Moscovy..Russia nor of Poland as has sometimes been

suggested. Later the free Cossacks, the Zaporozhians, who
established their powerful army and fortresses on the

lower Dnipro River (the northern border of the Crimean

Tatars and the Turkish Empire), strengthened the idea of
Ukraine as the borderland.

The Russian word okraina denotes borderland but 17th
century maps clearly shown both Ukraina and Vkraina for

Ukraine as well as the Russian word okraina for border..
land in southern Moscovy..Russia on the same map.
Ukraine first lost the meaning \"borderland\" about 800

years ago to become a proper name for the territory which
was part of the heart of the medieval state of Rus. In 1213
the historical chronicle uses the phrase \"all Ukraine\" in re..

lation to King Oanylo which indicates a definite geograph..
ical if not political territory.)

A Concise Definition of Ukraine)

U .kraine (yoo kraine), n. An independent country
in central and eastern Europe north of the Black Sea. The

name Ukraine is from the Ukrainian word YKPAIHA
(Ukraina) first used in historical chronicles in 1187A.D.
and in English in 1651. Its origin is from the Ukrainian u
krai meaning on the edge or border (ukraina:=: borderland)
or kraina meaning country. Ukraine is a rich agricultural
region and a highly industrialized country of 52,239,000
(1993 est.) of about 223,000 sq. miles. (608,000 sq. km.)
making it the largest country in Europe by territory. Con..

sists of 25 regions (oblasts) including Kiev, Odessa, Cri..

mea, Kharkiv, Lviv, Poltava, etc. Capital: Kiev with

2,700,000 pop. (Kyiv in Ukrainian; pronounced Kay..
yeew). Official name: Ukraine. Great Ukraine (Vclyka

Ukraina) is the name of central and eastern Ukraine. Left
Bank Ukraine: area east of the Dnipro (Dnieper) River;

Right Bank Ukraine: area west of the Dnipro River. The
correct normal usage for Ukraine in English is without the

definite article the.)

U .krain.i.an (yoo krain e an), adj. 1. Of or per..

taining to Ukraine, its people, or their language. ........n. 2.

A native or inhabitant of Ukraine (1732) n. 3. The see..

ond largest Slavic language, related to Polish and Russian,
vvhich uses the Cyrillic alphabet developed from Greek.
n. 4. Also formerly called Ruthene, Ruthenian, Rusin,
Rusyn, Rusinian, Rusich, Rusniak, Cossack, Kozak,

Malo..Russian, Little Russian (derogatory & obsolete),
and Carpatho..Rusin.)

Vkra.i.na. n. 1. Variant spelling of Ukraine. 2.
Other variations are: Ukraina, Vkrania, Vkrainia,
Ukrainia, Ukrane, Uckrania, Ukrain, Ucraine, Ucrane
and Urkran. 3. Old names for the territory of Ukraine in..
elude: Ancient: Cimmeria, Scythia, Sarmatia, Roxolania,

Alania, Amazonia, Antia. Medieval names: Rus: Kievan

Rus: Ruce. Seventeenth century names: Cossackia, Land of
the Cossacks, Hetmanate, Taurica Chersonesus. A.G. .)))
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Ukraine on First Map
The name Ukraine (VKRAINA) first appeared on a
printed map in 1613. The map Magni Ducatus Lithvaniae

was drawn by Tomasz Makowski in 1595, engraved by

Hessel Gerardus and published in 1613 by Willem
Janszoon Blaeu in Amsterdam. Reproduced here in

original size, the text says \"Outer Volhynia, which
sometimes is called UKRAINE, and other times the
Flatland.\)
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The first map with the name Ukraine in the

title frame was engraved by Hondius (Danzig

1648) for Beauplan's Oelineatio Generalis general
map of Ukraine. Guillaume Le Vasseur Sieur de

Beauplan from France was a military engineer and

cartographer who spent seventeen years (1630-
1647) in Ukraine. His maps were extremely
detailed and highly accurate at the time. For over
a century his maps formed the foundation of all

major maps of Ukraine.)

The name Ukraine was first used to denote a part of the

Kievan Rus Kingdom a half a century before the Mongol..
Tatar arITlies founded by Genghis Khan destroyed Kiev in

1240 A.D. So the use of Rus and Ukraine overlapped by

half a century. Since the 1600s some historians have used
the term Rus.. Ukraine for the medieval state founded

about 800 A.D. with its capital in Kiev. This is in contrast

to the equivalent term Moscot'y..Russia for the state \\vhich

grew in the North, ITluch later after Moscow was founJed
in 1147.\\Xlhen Kiev was destroyed by the Mongols the

name Rus \\vent westward to the Ukrainian territory of

Halych..Volynia not eastward to Vladimir..Suzdal (Russia)

and thus it has survived in Transcarpathian Rus (Car..
patho..Ukraine) to the present day.

As the power of Moscow grew and that of Kiev dimin..

ished, the Tsars of Moscovy slo\\\\lly built their empire by

acquiring the former territories of Kievan..Rus' and laying
claim to the name Rus which eventually came down to us
in the form Rossia or Russia in English. It was Tsar Peter
\"the Great\" who officially changed the name of the state

from Moscovy to the Russian Empire in 1713 and 1721.
Rus then, is not the same as modern Russia. Russians to..

day call themselves by the form of the name Russkii mean..

ing \"belonging to RusH rather than a noun such as Rusyn

which Ukrainians used in the Austrian Empire until 1918.)

Name Ukraine on Maps
The first printed map which included the name Ukraine

(VKRAINA) was Magni Ducatus Lithuaniae prepared in

1595 and printed in Amsterdam in 1613by Will em Blaeu.
In the bottoITl right corner of the ITlap is the Latin text:

Volynia Ulterior quae turn VKRAINA turn Nis ab aliis voci..

tatur meaning \"Outer Volynia, which is sometimes called

UKRAINE, and sometimes the Flatland (or Steppe)?' It

should be mentioned that Professor Shelukhin in his large
work on the name Ukraina (Prague 1936) reproduces a

map on page 165 with UCKRANIA \\vhich he claims is

from 1580. This map \\vas actually printed in the 18th cen..

tu ry.

Ukraine, with its boundaries clearly marked, appeared
on a great many maps in the 17thand 18th centuries. The

first map to use Ukraine in the title was Delineatio Genera..

lis Carnporum Desertorum vulgo Ukraina, by Guillaume de

Beauplan (Danzig 1648).His French map Carte d'ukranie
(Rouen 1661)was intended to be included in his famous
book DescriPtion of Ukraine. Two beautifully detailed and

accurate maps of Beauplan's, although his name did not

appear on them, were Typus Generalis Vkrainae (Amster..
dam: Jansson, 1657..62) and Typus Generalis Ukrainae

(Oxford, England: Moses Pitt, 1680).

Ukraine: Land of the Cossacks
Many maps in the 17th and 18th centuries established

the name \"Ukraine The Land of the Cossacks\" on the
country of that time. The first known map to describe

Ukraine as the Land of the Cossacks was by the French car..

tographer Sanson who put UKRAINE PAYS DES cas..

AQUES on his Tartarie Europeenne (Paris 1665). In 1674 he
also published La Russie Noire. . . Vulgairement Connue

sous le Nom d'VKRAINE au PAYS DES CaSAQUES

(Paris). This means \"Black Russia. . . commonly known

under the name of UKRAINE or the LAND OF THE

COSSACKS?')))
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One of the most beautiful maps was J.B. Homann's
VKRANIA quae et TERRA COSACCORUM (Nurem-
berg 1710), the Latin title meaning \"VKRANIA which is

the LAND OF THE COSSACKS?' Christoph Weigel

published the map Ukrania seu Cosacorum (Nuremberg
early 1700s) meaning \"Ukrania or Cossackia?' The English

cartographer Thomas Jefferys put the phrase UKRAIN

LAND OF THE OLD COSSACKS on several of his

maps. There seems to be no map which calls Russia the

land of the Cossacks.)

Ukrain Land of the Old Cossacks. Enlarged detail from
a map by Thomas BO\\Nen. London. 1 729.

T. Jefferys used the same title.)

\037I) ---.,...) \".m.} 1-..)

Maps by J. Blaeu, 1:van der Aa (UKRAINE Grand Pays

de La RUSSIE ROUGE, Leiden 1729); F. Santini, M. Seut-

ter, H. Du Sauzet (DESCRIPTIO UKRANIAE, Amster-
dam 1735);M. Seutter and \037 Lotter Amplissima UCRA-
NIAE Regia, (Augsburg mid 1700s); Robert de Vaugondy

(Ukrayne); and E de Wit (VKRAINIA) all showed

Ukraine prominently.]. Blaeu's Ukrainae Pars qvae Kiovia

Palatinatus, a Beauplan map, was published in Amsterdam

in his Atlas Maior, 1658-72.Map titles above are in italics

and regular type is used for names appearing on maps.
Many of these maps have been published in FORUM

magazIne.
It was the rise of the powerful Cossack army in Ukraine,

kno\\vn as the Zaporozhian Kozak Host, which popular-

ized the name Ukraine throughout Europe in the 17th

century. There are hundreds of English, Dutch, French,
German, Austrian and Italian maps from 1613 to 1800
with the name Ukraine prominently used in a variety of

spellings.)
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The German \"History of Ukraine and the Ukrainian
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England's first reference to Ukraine apparently was in

the newspaper Mercurius Politicus of London for July 3-10,

1651. The text reads: \". . . . Prince Ratziwil from Littaw is

falne into the Cossacks Countrey, called Ukrain, and hath

taken the chief city thereof called Kiew?'

Edward Brown in a 1672 book A Discourse. .. of the
Cossacks, published in London wrote: \"Although Ukraine

be one of the most remote Regions of Europe, and the Cos-

sackian name very Modern: yet hath that Countrey been

of late the Stage of Glorious Actions, and the Inhabitants
have acquitted themselves with as great Valour in Martial

Affairs, as any Nation whatsoever. . :' The original book
which Brown translated from French was Histoire de la

Guerres des Cosaques contre la Pologne, by Pierre Chevalier
(Paris 1663).)
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Chevalier's 1663 Account of Ukraine
\"The Countrey Inhabited by the Cossacks is called

Ukrain, which signifies the Frontier; it extends itself be-

yond Volhinia and Podolia, and maketh a part of the Palati..

nates of Kievia and Braclaw. Some years since they made
themselves master of these Provinces, and of part of Black
Russia (Western Ukraine and Belarus - A.G.), which they

have been forced to quit. This Countrey lieth between the

51 and 48 degrees of Latitude, below which there is noth-

ing but desert Plains as far as the Black Sea, which on one

hand are extended to the Danube, and on the other to Pa..

lus Maeotis (Sea of Azov -
A.G.), the grass of which Coun..

trey groweth to an incredible length. Ukrain is very fruit..)

ful, and so is Russia (i.e. Western Ukraine - A.G.) and Po-

dolia, and if the earth be never so little cultivated, it produ-
ceth all sort of grain so plentifully, that the inhabitants
know not for the most part what to do with it:'

The famous French philosopher Voltaire in his book
The History of Charles XII (London 1732)wrote: uUkrania

has always inspired to be free; but being surrounded by

Moscovy, the dominions of the Grand Signior, and Po..

land, it has ever been obliged to seek for a protector, and

consequently a master, in one of those three States\"

(p.165-6) Voltaire also said that Hetman Mazepa's growing

influence \"obliged the Czar to make him Prince of Ukra..
nia\" (p.166).

The people of Ukraine \\vere usually called Cossacks by
writers but Voltaire seems to have been the first to use the)

\302\267
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theCo/JacJJtJn

name
very Mo\037

dern; yet hath that Coun...

trey been of late the
Scage

of

Cj/orioUJ Af/ionI, and the In...

habitanrs have
acquicced

them[elves with as gn\037at Va...

A 2 lour)

word Ukrainian in English: His reference to \"The Ukra..

nians\" (p.166) is the first use of the name Ukrainian in the

English language known to this writer. The Swede Philip
von Strahlenberg also used the word Ukrainians in his

book An Historico-Geographical DescriPtion of the North

and Eastern Parts of Europe and Asia (London, 1738):\"The

Scythian and Magogean Names being common to several

Nations, who have had their Proper Names besides, is

agreable to what is practiced, in our Times. For thus the
Malorosiskian Cosacks, in . . . Ukraine, or Lesser Russia. . .

have properly two Names, viz. Ukrainians and Cossacks,
and are, however, in general, called Cosacks . . . (p.43).)))
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Pages from Voltaire.s History of Charles XII King of
Sweden (London: C. Davis. 1732.)

ABOVE: The famous quotation \"Ukraine has always
aspired to be free:.

BELOW: The first known use of the word Ukrainian

(Ukranians) in the English language.)

166 the HISTORY Of BOOK IV.
been obliged

to feek for a protector, and con\037

iequently
a mafier, in one of thofe three

States. 'Twas firft put under the proteCtion
of Poland, which carried it over them with
too high a hand; t11ey

then applied to tIle

MoJco\037ite).
who goverI1ed them as

f1avcs\037
as

much as pollible. The
Ukrani\037ns

had the pri-

vilege at firft of chufing a PrInce under the

l1ame of General, but they ,were [oon after de-

pri
ved of this right, and the General nami-

l1ated by the coure of Moftorw.
This Place was then filled by

\"\037med Mazeppa, bo
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Hetman Bohdan Khmelnysky of the Zaporozhian
Cossacks in 1 648 won the independence of Ukraine from

Poland and used the name Ukraine for his state. In this
1 651 portrait he is called Duke of the Ukrainian

(Ukraynen) people (plebis).)

XXI. THE Scythian and Magogean Names
being

common to

feveral Nations, who have had their
Proper

Names befides, is

agreable to what is
praCtifed,

in our Times. For thus the .flla-
loro.f!fkian CoJacks, in tl1e Ukraine, or Lejfer Rl!!Jia, who are di-

fi\037ngui{he\037 i?to .Burghers and Co/acks;! have properly two Names)
vtz. Ukraznzans and

Cq[acks,
and are, ho\"rever, in genera!, called

Cofack!\", which, fi,rictly [peaking, b,elongs not to the Burghers,
becaufe they are not inrolled under' the \"Standard. The UJb.ecks,
1

:1r\037wi[e, are difiinguilh'd into Buchar. Ulajeti
\037\037

.
-l p)

The passage is from the book An Historico-Geographical Description of the North and Eastern Parts of Europe

and Asia, by Philip John von Strahlenberg. London: 1 738. It says the people of Ukraine' 'have properly two
Names\" these are \"Ukrainians and Cossacks\" but are generally called Cosacks.)))



Little Russia

From 1654 the Moscovite (Russian) Imperial govern..
ment increased it hold over Ukraine's territory, history
and heritage and introduced as official usage in that year

\"Malorussia\" or \"Little Russia:' This was actually an old

ecclesiastical term M ikra Rusia (Little Rus) from the 14th
century. The Patriarch of Constantinople about 1300 es..

tablished the title Metropolitan of Little Rus for the terri..

tory ofVolynia, Kholm, Peremyshl, Lutsk and Turov.

Lancelot Lawton, the English historian, explained the

relationship between Oreat Russia and Little Russia very
well: \"The designation 'Great Russia' is applied by Rus..

sians to the territory where they live, and that of 'Little

Russia' to the territory where the Ukrainians live. Fre..

quently it is intended that the comparison which these

terms imply should be derogatory to the Ukrainians.

\"Actually, the designations 'Great Rus' and 'Little Rus'

are of Byzantine origin. In 1299, when Maxim, the Metro..

politan of Kiev, left for Vladimir, and later, when his suc..

cessor Peter removed to Moscow, the Patriarch of Con..

stantinople, and also the Byzantine Emperior, began to
refer to the Metropolia of Kiev as 'Little Rus\037 According to

Greek understanding, \"Little Rus' meant 'Rus Proper' as
distinct from 'Great Rus' which comprised outlying terri..

. \"
tories.

In 1335 Duke Yuri II called himself Dux Russiae Minoris.

Moscow adopted Little Russia as a new political term to

designate all Ukraine. Actually the \"Little Russians\" or

Ukrainians are a taller people physically than the so..called

\"Great\" Russians. Today Maloros or Little Russians is unac..

ceptable for Ukrainians and is only used as a derogatory
term for Ukrainians who have been russified. The term

Great Russian, lneaning Russian, is obsolete and meaning..
less today.)
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Survival and the spread of the term Ukraine can be

traced to two great names. In the early 1600s the French

military engineer and cartographer Guillaume Le Vasseur

Sieur de Beauplan made the first survey and created the

first defin\037tive maps of Ukraine. His 1648map Delineatio .

. . Ukraina was copied by many cartographers and printed
in many versions for more than a century. He also pub..

lished a book DescriPtion de l' Ukranie (DescriPtion of
Ukraine, Rouen 1660)which appeared in many European
languages including English. Incidentally, in the 1500s
Ukrainian students at the Sorbonne University in Paris

\\vere registered in Latin as \"natione Ruthena de Ucraina:'

By the end of the 18th century the Russian Imperial

Government had effectively eliminated the name Ukraine
from official international usage as well as every vestige of

autonomy although Russia in 1654 had fully guaranteed
autonomy to Ukraine. The name Ukraina or Ukraine sur..

vived through the 19th century in the nation's memory

both in its epic songs and the immortal poetry of a great

poet.
Under Russian autocracy and censorship the name

Ukraine was slowly disappearing except in folk songs. It

was a genius in the person of the great poet Taras Shev..

chenko who resurrected the old name Ukraine and re..es..

tablished its popularity among the common people

through his book of poetry Kobzar (Minstrel) published in
1840. It is interesting that he called the people Kozaks

(Cossacks) and never used Ukrainians.)

BELOW: Beauplan's famous Description of Ukraine in

French (Rouen 1 660) and English (early 17005).)

44S')

A)

DESCRIPTION)

o F)

U K R A I N E,)
Conuining Several)

PROVINCES)

OF THE)

Kingdom of Poland,)

Lying bct,veeri the Confines of Mufcovy,
and the Borders ofTranfylvol1ia.)

Together with their Cufioms, Manner of Lifc J
and how they manage their Wars.

Writ/ell in French by the Sieur DE BEAUPLAN.)

Pnnccd lOrUnay LnTOTI and Jo... Ouo.... . lAc:CJMr..&/1in P./!r-
-I\" R_.)
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As the national poet of Ukraine Shevchenko, in his

Kobzar, established the name Ukraine on such a firm

foundation that in this past century it has survived all Rus-

sian attempts to eradicate it and has replaced all other
names including \"Little Russia\" \"South Russia\" \"New

Russia\" and \"West Russia\" used by the Russian govern-
ment and \"Ruthenia\" used by the Austrian Empire.)

,

:
:)

d/
Kfi.

qtU ha\

Word Ukraine (Ukraina) vvritten by Taras Shevchenko on
March 16, 1858. From his Bilsha Knyzhka, poem to

A.O.Kozachkovsk\037)

Taras Shevchenko)

m.)

RIGHT: Shevchenko's poem Hit is
all the same to me,\" vvith Ukraine

appearing four times (lines 2,

1 1, 1 S, 20). He used Vkraina,
Ukraina and ukraina. Reproduced

original size from BHsha Knyzhka.)
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Since 1660 the name Ukraine

has appeared in the titles of

many books and journals.
Center is the famous booklet

Independent Ukraine, by

Mykola Mikhnovsky (1873-
1924) published by the

Revolutionary U\037rainian Party
in Lviv, 1900, calling for the

independence of Ukraine.
From top left: journals entitled

Ukraine edited by M.

Hrushevsky and E. Borschak

(Paris). Examples of French

(1907) and German (1915)
books.)
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At the dawn of the 20th century the submerged nation-
alities of Europe began to emerge from the shadows of the

Empires and Ukraine was among them. In 1917, during
the revolution sweeping Eastern Europe Ukraine declared
its existence and independence under the official name

Ukrainska Narodna Respublika (Ukrainian National Re-

public). The Russian Bolsheviks sponsored a competing
government which emerged in the USSR as the Ukrain-
ian Soviet Socialist Republic. From 1920 to 1991 the
Ukrainian SSR was an internationally recognized political

entity. In 1945 the Ukrainian SSR became a charter mem-
ber of the United Nations and legally, according to inter-

national law, an independent state. In fact, however, it
was tightly ruled by the totalitarian Kremlin in Moscow.
On August 25, 1991 the Ukrainian SSR disappeared into

history and a new, truly independent state emerged which
was officially named UKRAINE.

When Ukrainian immigrants came to Canada and the
United States in the late 1800s they generally identified

themselves by the province they came from such as Bu-
kovina or Galicia or by old regional names such as Lemko,

Boyko, Rusin, Rusyn, Rusniak, and Ruthene. Some of
them even used the official government terms \"Ruthe-

nian\" and \"Little Russian\" or the word tuteshny, meaning
simply \"from here:' Others used the church designations

Greek Catholic or Greek Orthodox to describe themsel-

ves although they were actually Ukrainian Catholic or

Ukrainian Orthodox and not Greek at all.

Much of the confusion over the name Ukraine and the
names for the Ukrainian people are due to the ignorance

of the people themselves who had been deprived of know 1-

edge of their national heritage. More was probably due to
the intentional disinformation over the centuries of the)
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Russian government and Polish authorities \\vho denied
the existence of a separate Ukrainian nation. Two exam-

ples may be offered:

The Russian Minister of the Interior, Count Peter Va..

luyev, in 1863 declared: \"There is not, there never has

been and there never could be a Ukrainian language:' He

used the term malorossiiski for Ukrainian. In 1919, an en..

tire year after Ukraine had declared its independence on

January 22, 1918,the Polish historian K. Waliszewski pub-
lished his book Poland the Unknown in which he stated
\"There is not, there never has been, there never could be a
Ukrainian nationality:'

Some Americans and Canadians to this day are still puz-
zled \\vhere all the Galicians and Bukovinians, Ruthenians,

Rusyns, Lcmkos, and Boykos of the early 1900s disap..

peared. What happened is that almost all of them recog-
nized that their language, culture and heritage were Ukrain..

ian and have now identified themselves with the two
million Ukrainian Canadians and Ukrainian Americans.

Perhaps Bedwin Sands writing in 1914expressed it best.
He said: Ukraine is a very vast, very fertile, and very beauti-
ful country that does not exist. The name does not appear

upon any modern English map. It is not recognized by dip..

lomats; it was banned by Russians and Austrians alike. But,
ladies and gentlemen, the word (Ukraine) does exist, buried
in the hearts of nearly 36,000,000 people - and what is more
alive than the thoughts of 36,000,000 people?

Today independent Ukraine, with 52 million people and
the largest territory of any country in Europe, has taken its

proper place on the map of Europe. The centuries long
dream of her people has finally been fulfilled; the most

beautiful word in the Ukrainian language now appears on
all maps of the world: UKRAINE .)
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Ukraine)
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r \"the Ukraine\" .)

by Andrew Gregorovich)

HE NAME UKRAINE, which first appeared
n the historical chronicles in 1187, has been

common in the English language for almost
350 years. In the earliest years it appeared
without the definite article \"the\" but in this

century the definite article increasingly preceded the name
Ukraine.

First of all we might note that the Ukrainian language
has no articles so this is not a factor except indirectly. The
reason for this is that many Ukrainian immigrant

scholars, due to their imperfect knowledge of English, used
the form \"the Ukraine\" in their books thus helping to per..

petuate this usage.
Does English grammar require the definite article the be..

fore Ukraine? Ukraine is the name of an independent
country. There are only two groups of countries which re..

quire the article in English: Those with plural names such
as the United States or the Netherlands. The others have

names with adjectival or compound forms which require
the article, such as the United Kingdom, the Dominion of
Canada, or the Ukrainian SSR.

English grammar does not require a definite article be..

fore the names of singular countries such as'England, Can..
ada or Ukraine.

Geographical regions such as the Arctic, the Atlantic,
the North, the West, and the prairies all require the defi..

nite article, but these are not countries. Since 1917
Ukraine has had very definite borders so it cannot be re..

garded as merely a region. Some people have mistakenly

thought that Ukraine is a general word meaning \"the bar..

derland:' \"the steppes\" or \"the prairies:' which would re..

quire the article. A few neanderthal writers in the past

have even promoted \"the Ukraine\" to reflect the original

meaning \"the borderland\" in order to diminish the inter..

national political stature of Ukraine. They betrayed their

ignorance of Ukraine, or their bias against it, with this us..

age. See for example, the view of Robert O. Grover in the
U.S, News & World Report (Dec. 9, 1991).

Is there any other reason to use the definite article in En..

glish with Ukraine? Usage has been suggested as a reason
but this cannot be accepted today since the majority of
books and newspapers do not use it.

For example, the authoritative five volume Encyclopedia
of Ukraine edited by Danylo Struk and published by the

University of Toronto Press does not use it. The article is

not used by such prominent publications as The Ukrain..
ian Quarterly (New York), Ukrainian Review (London, En..

gland), Forum Ukrainian Review (Scranton, Pa.),)

Ukrainian Voice (Winnipeg), Ukrainian Echo (Toronto),

Journal of Ukrainian Studies (Toronto), Ukrainian News

(Edmonton) or News From Ukraine (Kiev). In fact, today
there is no Ukrainian periodical in English which uses the
article although Harvard Ukrainian Studies once forced it
on scholarly contributors.

But what about the regular daily press in the USA, Can..

ada and England? Even The New York Times (which once

required it in its Style Guide) does not use it now. Neither
do The Times (London), The Economist (London), Wash..

ington Post, TIME, Newsweek or Maclean's. News services

such as Canadian Press, Reuters, CNN and Associated
Press do not use the article. When the December 1991 ref..

erendum confirmed the independence of Ukraine the

White House in Washington, D.C. officially announced

that it would discontinue use of the definite article before

the name Ukraine.

Even the computer age has ruled that \"the\" Ukraine is

wrong in English. Gramemateik, the very popular gram..

mar and sty Ie checker for computers by Reference Soft..

ware International of San Francisco, uses Ukraine with..

out the article and labels \"the Ukraine\" as a mistake of

grammar.
There appears to be virtually no grammatical or logical

reason to use the definite article before the name Ukraine.
But it is still encountered occasionally because of habit or
because the writer is careless or ignorant about Ukraine.
Sir Bernard Pares the eminent English historian of Russia

suggested that \"the Ukraine\" came from French usage. We

say la France, Ie Canada and l'Ukraine in French but not
'the France: 'the Canada' or 'the Ukraine' in the English
language. The definite article the does not add anythingto

the meaning or clarity when used before the proper noun
Ukraine.

Now, the exception to the rule. Yes, it is possible for \"the

Ukraine\" to be correct in English but it is a very rare usage
in apposition to contrast the past with the present. For ex..

ample, one could correctly say, \"The America of George
Washington is not the America of Bill Clinton\" as well as
\"The Ukraine of Shevchenko is not the Ukraine of Krav..

chuk:'

We may conclude then, that the use of the definite ar..

ticle in English before the name Ukraine is awkward, in..

correct and superfluous. Writers who care about good style
in their English grammar and the correctness of their Ian..

guage will always avoid the use of \"the Ukraine\" and use
only the simpler and correct \"Ukraine?' .)))
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UKRAINE: A TOURIST GUIDE.

Compiled by Osyp Zinkewych and

Volodymyr Hula. Translated and
edited by Marta D. Olynyk. Kyiv: Bal..

timore: Smoloskyp Publishers, 1993.
440 p. illus. (some col.), maps. ISBN:
0..914834932$30.00Smoloskyp Pub..

lishers, EO. Box 561, Ellicott City,

MD USA 21043 Telephone: (301)
461..1764

In March 1976 when I visited Ukraine

for the very first time I requested a special

meeting with the Minister of Tourism of

Ukraine because I had an idea. As Editor of

FORUM I had found there was virtually
no travel information about Ukraine, a

country then of about 45 million people.

\"There is a tremendous need in the

United States and Canada for a good tour-
ist guidebook in English:' I said to the Min-
ister, \"to promote and assist tourism to
Ukraine:' The Minister looked at me some-
what disdainfully as if I were completely

out of my mind and said, \"That is not my
concern. If you want to produce a Guide

Book of Ukraine go to Moscow. It is their

responsibility:' I was completely astonished

that the totalitarian Soviet system had

such total control of the mind of this
\"Ukrainian\" Minister of Tourism.

This is by way of introduction of
Ukraine: A Tourist Guide, the first real guide
book of Ukraine ever published. Packed

into the 440 pages of this book is more use-
ful information for tourists than in any

other book. Yes, there have been a number
of tourist guide books which have included

information on Ukraine and Kiev, but

none are in the same class as this work for

quantity or thoroughness of coverage.
For the record here are some of the other

and older guide books: Guide-Book to the

Soviet Union, A. Rado, Berlin: 1929; Na-

gel's Encyclopedia-Guide U.S.S.R. 4th ed.
Geneva: Nagel, 1973; A Motorist's Guide to

the Soviet Union, V.E. Louis, Oxford: Perga-

mon, 1967; Kiev Travel Guide, L. Daen,
Moscow: Novosti, 197?; Kiev: A Guide, G.
Levitsky, Moscow, Raduga, 1985; Kiev: At-

las For Tourists, Moscow; Main Administra-
tion of Geodesy and Cartography, 1989;
Hippocrene Insiders' Guide to Moscow, Len-

ingrad and Kiev, Y. Fedosyuk, New York:

Hippocrene Books, 1989; Fodor's 90 Soviet

Union, Nev/ York: Fodor's, 1989; Harper)
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The World of Books
and Writers.

Reviews, News and Notes of

New, Recent and Old Books
and their Authors.)

Available through your local or
Ukrainian Book Stores.)

fndependent Traveler Soviet Union, M.
Walker. Ne\\\\' York: Harper & Row, 1990;

Hippocrene Companion Guide to the Soq,Jiet

Union, L. Brinkle, New York: Hippocrene,
1991;USSR: A TTavel Survival Kit,]. Noble,

Berkeley, Calif.; Lonely Planet, 1991;Ban-

tam's Soviet Union 1991, Ne\\v York: Ban-

tam, 1991: Birnbaum's Eastern Europe (not
seen). Although some of these have good

information (as well as a strong Soviet and

Russian bias), none is as up-to-date about

independent Ukraine nor has the scope of

UKRAINE: A TOURIST GUIDE.
The attractive cover of this book is mod-

eled after the famous Blue Guide series but
it is a larger format than the pocket Blue

Guides. It opens with a \"Welcome to
Ukraine!\" and then a concise factual ac,

count of Ukraine is followed by a chapter,
\"Planning a Trip to Ukraine.\" This is fol,

lowed by the main part of the work on Kiev

(the transliterated form Kyiv is used rather

than the common English spelling Kiev)
and then all the 25 regions (oblasts) of
Ukraine follow. There are about 400 cities,

to\\vns and villages covered in the book,
sometimes in only a brief paragraph or
more extensively.

Many postage stamp size photographs in

the book provide a useful visual identifica-

tion of buildings and several color pages
add interest. The oniy spectacular photo is

on the cover which shows the gold-topped
Pecherska Lavra Monastery of the Caves

U aine)
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. DISCOVER A NEW COUNTRY IN EUROPE)

in Kiev. Schematic black and white maps
are useful for tourist orientation. A large

folded color map \"Roads of Ukraine\"

nicely produced by Mapa Ltd, is included
at the back. It provides a table of \"Dis,

tances Between Cities in Kilometers:'
As a reference book it fulfiI1s its role very

well but armchair travelers will find it of

lesser interest because it lacks the literary

narrative text that might inspire a person
to visit Ukraine. One reader commented to

this writer that the English language could
be improved. You can tell this is an uncen-

sored guide book as soon as you find names

like Mazepa, Konovalets and Andre\\v

Melnyk included. Its con1prehensive cov-

erage can be seen under an entry like Kiev:
It includes buildings, monuments, muse'
urns, publishers, newspapers, journals, the-
aters, libraries, hotels (no rates or assess'

ments are included), restaurants, stores,

banks, bookstores, and transportation.
Ukraine: A Tourist Guide will be indispen-

sable for any tourist visiting Ukraine be-
cause of the wealth of facts and up-to-date
information it includes. A.G. .)

PRAIRIE FIRE: A Ci\\.N ADIAN MAG..
AZINE OF NEW WRITING. Vol. 13
no. 3 Autumn 1992. Echoes From
Ukrainian Canada. Guest Editors:

Jars Balan, G.N. Louise Jonasson.
ISSN 0821..1124 $12.95 Prairie Fire,
423..100Arthur St., Winnipeg, Man.

Canada R3B 1H3 Telephone: (204)

943..9060 FAX: (204) 942..1555
This attractive 224 pages volume con-

tains a wealth of literature and art by about

50 Ukrainian Canadian (and other) poets,

writers, artists and photographers on

Ukrainian and other subjects.

A well designed and edited volume it

contains contributions from the brightest

living writers and some of the major nan1es
in Canadian literature today such as Janice
Kulyk Keefer, Myrna Kostash, Andrew
Suknaski and Gloria Kupchenko Fralick.

But there are also other well known contri-

butions such as John Paskievich (photogra-
pher), Chrystyna Hnati\\v, Natalka Husar
(artist), George Melnyk, George Moris-
sette, Orysia Tracz, O.W. Gerus and Don
Proch, whose sculpture Silver Cloud, gra-

ces the color cover. There are helpful biog,

raphies of all the contributors provided at

the end of the volume as well as some book
reVIews.

In his eloquent introduction Editor Jars
Balan explains the conception and birth of
the volume and its character. Here is ho\\\\'o

Balan explains Prairie Fire: Echoes From

Ukrainian Canada:
\"The advertisement we sent out appealed

for contributions from authors who inhab-

ited a space we called \"Ukrainian Canada\"
- an appropriately literary allusion to the
landmark 1897 book by the Reverend Nes-

tor Dmytriw, entitled Kanadiis'ka Rus')
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(Canadian Ruthenia). We defined

\"Ukrainian Canada\" not as a specific

place, \\vith neatly demarcated borders,

but as a state of mind and a product of

the imagination. Our intention in do-

ing so \\vas to broaden the understand-
ing of a nebulous thing called \"Ukrain-

ian Canadian writing\" to something
that \\vent beyond bloodlines (which are

increasingly a tangled \\veave with inter-

marriage) and a narro\\v, exclusionary

definition of ethnicity.
\"Hence, we opened our pages not

only to people who could claim com-

plete or partial Ukrainian descent, but
also to contributors whose family roots
went back to Ukraine and to non-
Ukrainians who had a Ukrainian story
to tell. Being good multicultural Cana-
dians we wanted to reflect the variety
within Canada's much-celebrated di-

versity: we also wanted to underscore

the polyethnic history and spirit of the

newly-independent territory of

Ukraine.

Consequently, readers \\vill find repre-
sented on these pages authors with

names that predictably end \\vith \"-

h k \"\"
k

\"
d

\"
k

''''c u, -en.o an -s I, In some cases
hidden behind a New World accretion
(Scott, for instance), but also Menno-
nite, Polish, and Jewish Canadian writ-
ers \\\\.hose ancestors came from
Ukraine. And to round out our num-
bers a couple of authors who had the

misfortune of not having been born

even remotely Ukrainian (see the piece
by Tanis tv1acDonald). We think it
makes for an interesting mix, even if the

juxtapositions may sometimes seem jar-

rIng.)

28)

\"In presenting this collection of po-
ems, short stories, excerpts from novels
and plays, memoirs, essays, and art-
work, we do not wish to claim that we

are offering \"the best of contemporary
Ukrainian Canadian culture\" or even a

definitive sampling. Instead, \"Echoes

from Ukrainian Canada\" should be

seen as a kind of creative Festschrift for a

loosely-defined community of writers

and visual artists with some connection

to Ukraine or things Ukrainian. Be-
cause Ukrainian Canadian identity is,

like all living things, a fluid construct

that is always in the process of becom-

ing, one cannot really say that the surn
total of this issue captures the essence of

today's Ukrainian experience in the

Ne\\v World. Rather, if it provides even a

blurry picture of a continually evolving
aspect of modern Ukrainian Canadian
life, this special issue of Prairie Fire will

have provided a \\vorth\\vhile service in

answering the complex and elusive

question: who are today's generation of

Ukrainian Canadians?\"
It is possible to dip everywhere into this

volume and discover beautiful poetry, hu-

morous prose or an excerpt of drama. For
example there is a passage from \"Tin Can

Cathedral\" by Nick Mitchell based on the
famous \\X1innipeg structure of \"Bishop\"
Seraphim which includes as characters
such notable historical figures as Negrich,
Genik and Bodrug. \"At the Grave of Taras
Shevchenko\" by David Arnason captures
much of the surreal Soviet tourist guide

spiel with humour. \"Porno RadIo\" by Ruth

Andrischak is a slice of western Canadian
humour. \"Glory of the Heart\" is a nostalgic

poem and tribute by Gloria Frolick to a
Ukrainian Canadian World War II naviga-
tor in a Lancaster bomber, Bill Osadchy,

who perished over Hamburg, Germany, in

aJuly 1944 bombing raid. Anyone \\vho en-

joys good literature, especially with a
Ukrainian Canadian dimension, is sure to
revel in this volume. A,G. .)

KOZAKS OF UKRAINE (Z
Ukrainskoyi Starovyny), Dmytro

Yavornytsky. Edited by Richard Tay..

lor. Translated from Ukrainian by

Oksana Khymchak. IUus. for English

edition by Oksana Khymchak. Santa
Barbara: Beach Pebbles Press, c 1994.
vi, 210 p. iUus. (some col.) maps, ports.

Beach Pebbles Press, 1187 Coast Vii..

lage Road, Suite 1..275, Santa Bar..

bara, CA 93108. $30.00.
The Ukrainian historian Dmytro

Yavornytsky (1855-1940)dedicated his life

to the history of the Cossacks of Ukraine
and his research laid the foundation of the

history of the Zaporozhian Cossacks (Ko-

zaks in Ukrainian). This book from Cali-
fornia is a translation of one of Yavorny-
tsky's popular, not scholarly, \\vorks Z)

Ukrainskoyi Starovyny (From the Ukrainian

Past).
This American book is the first English

translation and provides access to some

useful information. We will consider it in its
own right and will not compare it to the

original work. It includes twenty chapters
of interesting (sometimes fascinating) sub-
jects of Ukraine's Cossack history.

Here are biographical sketches of Sa-

haidachny \\vho is a heroic figure, of Het-

man Bohdan Khmelnytsky, of Ivan Honta
(Gonta), the legendary Hetman Ivan Ma-

zepa who fought for Ukraine's indepen-
dence in 1709 against Russian Tsar Peter 1

(sometimes called the great) and the fa-

mous philosopher Gregory Skovoroda.
Although the biographies are interest...

ing, the most significant part of the book is

probably the material on the life of the Za-

porozhians. Here, for example, are chap-
ters of their weapons, the military scribe,

the command, the Zaporozhian Army, the

court, the Sich (Fortress capital), Cossack
settlements and market, and minstrels.

The book is profusely illustrated by line
sketches based on old art \\vorks which cap-
ture their spirit more than their detail. Two

maps of Ukraine are included but they are

not successfully rendered. There are some

typographical errors in the text. Some wa-

tercolor illustrations completely unrelated
to the book's text are included.

This book has an unusual binding (cirlox

plastic ring binding) and the overall tone of

its design appears to be for young readers.
Since it is nearly a century old work it may

be too sentimental for some modern read-
ers. It was originally written in 1900 in Rus-
sian because the Ukrainian language was

then banned in Ukraine as part of the Rus-
sian Empire. There are some mistakes, for

example the Russian \\vord Ataman was

used instead of the correct Ukrainian Ota-

man. Although the book is out of date in

many ways it does contain some informa-

tion unavailable in other English language

sources. .)

KOZAKS OF UKRAINE
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Magocsi, Paul Robert. HISTORICAL
ATLAS OF EAST CENTRAL EU-
ROPE. Cartographic design by Geof-

frey J. Matthews. Toronto: University

of Toronto Press (Seattle, Wash.: Uni-
versity of Washington Press) 1993.
xiii, 218 p. maps, bibliog. ISBN: 0-

8020-0607 -8 Clothbound: $85.00
University of Toronto Press, 5201
Dufferin St., North York, Ont. M3H

5T8 Phone: (416) 667-7791 FAX:

(416) 667..7832
East central Europe, an area that has

largely been a terra incognita for West Euro-

peans and Americans, has finally been ade-

quately covered by a historical atlas. Prof.

Bob Magocsi of the Chair of Ukrainian

Studies at the University of Toronto has

provided an authoritative volume covering
east central Europe from the 5th century
A.D. to 1992. Cartographer Geoffrey Mat-
thews has prepared 89 full-color clear and
accurate maps to complement the text.
The preparation and the research for this
atlas was a budget of over $200,000.

The maps cover the territory of the coun-
tries of Poland, Belarus, Lithuania, Cze-

chia, Slovakia, Hungary, Austria, Roma-

nia, Slovakia, Croatia, Bosnia-

Herzogovina, Serbia, Slovenia, Yugoslavia,
Macedonia, Albania, Bulgaria, Moldova

and Greece. Also included are Eastern

Germany, northeastern Italy, western Tur-

key and the western half of Ukraine up to
the Dnipro (Dnieper) River.

All the major territorial changes of this

region are covered chronologically. The
text and maps explain the political, cul-

tural, economic, educational, ecclesiasti-

cal, military and ethnic aspects of thc area.)

2a Original homeland

of the Slavs)

Historical Atlas of

East Central Europe)

Cartographic design by Geoffrey J. Matthews)
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There are many interesting maps to be

found in this atlas including one titled

Original homeland of the Slavs on page 6. It
outlines the original Slavic homeland

which all scholars place basically in north-
ern and northwestern Ukraine. Inciden-

tally, this is also the originai homeland of

all the Indo-European languages.

Much care has been given to determin-

ing place names and variants. It is neces-

sary to read the introduction very carefully
to understand the logic and content of the

place-names and maps.)

.

.)
lubomir Niederle
(1902-24)

Max Vasmer (1923-47)

Kon\037d Jazdzewski (1948)

Jifi Horak (1965))

Expansion of Slavs,

7th-8th centuries)

Go)
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Although only half of Ukraine is cov-

ered, the atlas is still useful on this country.

Professor Magocsi's previous work
UKRAINE: A Historical Atlas (University
of Toronto Press, 1985) provides a fuller

and more useful portrayal of Ukraine's his-

torical geography.
Excellent printing, paper, binding and

design reflect the high standard of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Press and complement
the scholarship and cartography.

One inadequacy of the atlas we feel is

that the state of Cossack Ukraine 1648-
1667 established by Bohdan Khmelnytsky

was not given a separate map in spite of its

great importance in Ukraine's history.
However, its borders are given, but not
very clearly, in a map on page 60. On page
69 the campaign of King Charles XII of
Sweden comes to a dead end in Poltava. It

doesn't sho\\v his escape route with Hetn1an

Ivan Mazepa via Perevolochna to Bendery

in the Ottoman Empire. Battle plans arc

not included in the atlas,

A useful bibliography lists the sources,

mainly secondary, used in the preparation
of the maps and the book. Notably missing

are the atlases and maps of the 16th-18th
centuries since none of the great cartogra-

phers or map makers of that period are

listed.

The Historical Atlas of East Central Europe
is an extremely valuable reference work for

students, professors, journalists and librar-

ians. It \\vill answer many questions about
this significant area of Europe. This book is

highly recommended for all libraries. .
- Andrew Gregorovich,

Head of 'Technical and Bibliographical Services,

Scarborough College Library, University ofl<xonto)
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Solzhenitsyn

Returns to

Russia)

N MAY 26 Russian writer Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn, a U.S. citizen but a fierce

Russian nationalist, returned home after

20 years exile to Russia from his residence
in Vermont, USA.

\"I myselt am nearly half Ukrainian. I grew up with the
sounds of Ukrainian speech. I love her culture and genu,
inely wish all kinds of success for Ukraine - but only
within her real ethnic boundaries without grabbing Rus,
sian provinces!' said Solzhenitsyn in an interview in Forbes

magazine, May 9, 1994.
He goes on to suggest in the Forbes interview that

\"Ukrainian nationalists\" are \"persistently inflating Russia

into the image of an 'enemy' . . . And the Ukrainian army
is being indoctrinated with the propaganda that war with

Russia is inevitable:'

Solzhenitsyn won the Nobel prize in 1970 for his works

which include One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962)
and The Gulag ArchiPelago (1973). As a biased Russian na,

tionalist writer Solzhenitsyn is ignorant about Ukraine as
is so clearly shown in this perceptive and excellent inter,
view by Paul Klebnikov in Forbes.

Klebnikov, for example, told the Russian author:
\"Former national security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski. . .
argues that the U.S. must defend the independence of

Ukraine:' Solzhenitsyn avoided this key question and said

that Lenin gave Ukraine \"Russian provinces\" that \"have
never historically belonged to Ukraine. I am talking about
the eastern and southern territories of today's Ukraine?'

Solzhenitsyn appears to be completely ignorant of the fact

that the independent Ukrainian National Republic in
1917,1919 included these areas as well as, briefly, Crimea.

The Soviet government merely acknowledged this fact.

Solzhenitsyn is especially agitated that Soviet leader Ni,

kita Khrushchev, a Russian, transferred Crimea to

Ukraine in 1954. \"But:' says the writer, \"even he did not

manage to make Ukraine a 'gift' of Sevastopol, which re,
mained a separate city under the jurisdiction of the USSR
central government. This was accomplished by the Amer,
ican State Department, first verbally through Ambassa,
dor Popadiuk in Kiev, and later in a more official mannee'

When Ukraine declared its independence in August
1991 and the USSR disappeared in December 1991 it was
natural that Sevastopol, a city on Ukrainian territory,

should be a part of Ukraine. It is high time in fact, for the

illegal Russian
occupat\037on forces in the Black Sea Fleet be

evacuated from Sevastopol and Ukraine's Crimea since

they are contributing to unrest in Ukraine.
Solzhenitsyn claims that the American government has

had the aim \"to use all means possible, no matter what the

consequences, to weaken Russia:' In fact, Washington has

given disproportionate financial aid and moral support to

building Russia compared to Ukraine as official American
statistics show.)
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He repeats the untruth about Ukraine \"grabbing Rus,
sian provinces\" but says nothing about the Ukrainian eth-

nic territories such as Kuban, Kursk, Voronezh and Don
River estuary grabbed from Ukraine by Russia. He says

that Ukraine is being deformed by \"great power status:'
His biggest error in the interview is his spurious claim

about the number of Russian speakers in Ukraine which

today has 74% Ukrainian population. Solzhenitsyn says,

\"In her current borders, 63% of the population consider

Russian to be their native language (sic!) . . . And all these

people will have to be reeducated in the Ukrainian lan-

guage, while the language itself will have to be raised to

international standards and usage. This is a task that

would require over 100 years:' This is the greatest non-
sense about the Ukrainian language since the declaration
of Count Valuyev, Minister of the Interior of the Russian

Empire, when he banned Ukrainian over 130 years ago in
1863.

The Ukrainian language has survived 350 years of inten,
sive Russification by both the T sarist Imperial and Soviet
Governments. It is true that the Ukrainian schools were

almost wiped out in the last Brezhnev Russification cam-

paign so it is no wonder Ukrainians were deprived of

learning their language. Some Ukrainian cities today stil1
have no Ukrainian schools because of the machinations of

Russian bureaucrats in Moscow.
One might think that a writer with any conscience at all

would be embarrassed to gloat over the Russian crime of

destroying the language and literature of Ukraine.

Solzhenitsyn's profound ignorance about Ukraine and his

anti-Ukrainian bias is well documented in this excellent
interview in Forbes magazine which deserves congratula-

tions on its publication. .)
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Russians
Emigrating to Ukraine)

ORE RUSSIANS are emigrating into
Ukraine than leaving it according to of,
Hcial 1991-92 statistics reported in Vin,
nuzhdennie Pereselentsiv v Rossil\037 This is

a very good indicator that Russians are

not encountering serious discrimination or persecution in

Ukraine.

When the USSR committed suicide in December 1991,
and fifteen newly independent countries arose from its ru-

ins, there were about 20 million Russians who found
themselves outside of Russia. Some of these were the bu-

reaucrats sent by Moscow to administer their colonies (the
\"Republics\") such as Ukraine, Lithuania and Georgia.

Many Russians were placed as factory managers and civil
servants and ran every aspect of life in the Soviet Repub-
lics. Others of the millions were in the military and the
KGB secret police to keep tight totalitarian control of the

Soviet empire's restless people on behalf of the Center

(Kremlin) in Moscow.
With all their privileges gone and their superior position

lost many Russians finally realized that they were no
longer in charge of the Republics. They were nov/ minori..
ties in all these new countries except Russia. The Russian

language was no longer in power and their lives and stand-

ard of living were rapidly deteriorating in most of the new

nations. A flood of Russian immigrants started leaving all

these ne\\,- countries.

However, more Russians are emigrating to Ukraine than
leaving it because they enjoy equality before the law,

greater peace and security than in Russia and, possibly,

prospects in the future for a better economic level and
standard of living. Ukraine's standard of living today is

about 25% lower than Russia's which still reflects the dis...

parity of the Soviet system which had drained Ukraine's

wealth for the benefit of Russia. However, most Ukrainian
citizens appear to be at a better standard of living than

Russians outside the two centers of Moscow and St. Pe-

tersburg.

In 1991...92 a total of 273,882 Russians emigrated to

Ukraine and 236,929 Russians emigrated from Ukraine.
This means that 36,953 Russians, a significant number,
voted with their feet in favor of Ukraine over Russia.

Soviet statistics in 1991 said that there were about 10
million Russians (22%) in the population of Ukraine.

However, because Soviet statistics were usually set inaccu-
rately for political reasons it is estimated that there are ac-

tually only about 5 to 7 million Russians in Ukraine or
about 10% of the population. It should also be remem-

bered that because of the advantage of being Russian in
the USSR millions of Ukrainians by choice or by coercion

were registered as Russians. This helped to protect their
jobs and careers. It is expected that when Ukraine takes its
next census these russified Ukrainians will probably count
themselves as Ukrainians.)
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It should be noted that today there are about 10 million
Ukrainians living in Russia with about one million in

Moscow.

Except for Ukraine and Belarus, the majority of Russian

immigrants left all the other former republics to go to Rus-

sia and many fewer emigrated into these countries. For ex...

ample, 92,964 more Russians left Uzbekistan, 107,950 left

Kazakhstan and 47,711 left Georgia than emigrated into
those countries. It is expected that the statistics for 1993-94

\\vill show a growth in this trend.
Ukraine's population is also changing. World War II and

a steady flow of Jewish immigration from Ukraine to Israel

the past 30 years has reduced the formerly one-million Jew-
ish community of 60 years ago down to an estimated

300,000 in 1994. .
*(Compulsory Population Movements in Russia) Statistical Bulletin #1

of the Federal Immigration Service of Russia (Moscow 1993) p. 5-6.)

Ostankino Russian Television)

T

HE MINISTRY of External Affairs of Ukraine
has withdrawn the accreditation of Russian

journalists in Ukraine working for Ostankino
Russian TV in Moscow. The decision at the end of May
to cancel the accreditation of Ostankino reporters reflects
a decision to finally end the anti-Ukrainian propaganda
which Ostankino regularly broadcasts into Ukraine.

Freedom of the press is respected by the government of

Ukraine but Ostankino's flagrant abuse of this freedom
led to the drastic action of the Ukrainian government.
In particular, the coverage of events in Crimea, Odessa

and Eastern Ukraine was critcized by Yuri Serheyev, the

spokesman for the Information Department of the
Ukrainian Ministry of External Affairs. He said that

television reporting should be done objectively.

Russian Disinformation on Ukraine
Ostankino has been regularly broadcasting unverified

and false information about Ukraine, the Ukrainian
people and the Ukrainian government. In fact, there has

been so much disinformation about Ukraine coming
from Moscow TV that it cannot be accidental.
Ostankino since 1991 has evidently had a policy to seek

out biased and negative information about Ukraine as
well as to create untruths about such subjects as the Black

Sea Fleet, the nuclear weapons issue and Crimea. The
agitation on Russian TV broadcasts into Ukraine has
contributed much to the unrest in some areas of

Ukraine. .)
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by \037 Ostapenko)

HOTYN CASTLE is located on the Bu-

kovinian bank of the Dniester River.

Scholars have established that as a human
settlement Khotyn existed already in the
12thcentury. Its first fortifications and the

church were built of limestone during the lifetime of King
Daniel of Halich, sometime in 1250-64. In the 15th cen-

tury these Ponyzzia lands were part of the Moldavian

Duchy. It was then that the reconstruction of the castle

began. The platform of the bailey* was raised by 24 to 30
feet (8-10 meters) and thick, sturdy forbidding walls and

keeps were erected. In place of the old citadel there was
now the castle's courtyard, and in place of the moat that
had once separated the citadel from the bailey now stood

two big palaces separated by a gateway, with deep base-

ments.)
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Khotyn Castle in Bukovina, Ukraine, was the center of a large fortification system on the Dnister River. Today only the castle
survives. It was here that Hetman Petro Sahaidachny and the Ukrainian Cossack Army united with a Polish army to defeat

the Turkish Sultan at the Battle of Khotyn on November 3, t 621.)

The former suburbs were now the bailey displaying the

facade of the new castle, adorned on this side by three to\\\\''''

ers, with the Gate Tower in the middle. Three other towers

were also built: one huge keep to the north, another tower

facing the palace and providing entrance there (hence its

name \"Commandant's Tower\,") and the third, square...
shaped, opposite the dwellings of the bailey, to the east. In
the 1480s the bulk of the construction work was com...

pleted.
In 1538, the castle suffered considerable damage from

Polish troops. To deprive the Moldavian dukes of such an

important strategic stronghold, the Poles demolished a

large section of the wall between the northern keep and
the chapel. The explosion also ruined the palace to the

east of the gate of the inner court. However, the greatest

damage was done to the southern wing of the castle, where
the Gate Tower, the southeastern one was completely de..

stroyed, and only a pitiful part of the southwestern keep

remained. In 1540...44, the castle was rebuilt and extended.

The Gate and the southeastern towers were not rebuilt
and the new wall was moved 75 feet (25 meters) to the
south. The Gate and the southwestern towers were rebuilt

on the old foundations. In fact, that's how the castle

stands today. In 1711..1718,when the Turkish garrison was
stationed there, a team of French engineers supervised the

construction of new fortifications as a bastion..like system
of defenses on the neighboring hills.

The castle in Khotyn stands out as a grand structure.

Suffice it to say that its towers are more than 150 feet

above the foot of the rock on which it stands. Some of the

to\\vers are 90...120 feet tall (approximately the height of a
modern 12..13-story building). From the base and to the
level of the bailey the towers are monolithic, whereas the

Commandant's and the eastern tower are monolithic up
to the catwalk, resembling huge solid stone pillars.)
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However, what impresses the viewer most is their archi-
tectural perfection, rather than physical dimensions. The
architect, whoever he was, adorned the grayish-white

limestone of the walls with geometric ornaments done in

red brick, circling the walls and the towers with a continu-
ous whimsical pattern of eight stripes (in the lower four

stripes the ornament is made up of four superimposed rec..

tangulars, and in the upper four, of four rows of step..like

pyramids, each topped with a cross). The decorative mo-

tive used in Khotyn has countless analogues in Ukrainian

folk decorative art, especially in PodiIlya, which points to

the architect's original source of creative inspiration. By

applying this ornamental technique, the architect suc...

ceeded in making his structure look less broken up than

ought to have been expected, turning it into a solid yet
harmonious monolith.At the same time, a closer look at
the designs of the palace and the chapel reveals a trend to
liven them up by adding scenic details. The walls of the

palace are decorated with a whimsical ornament done in
white stone and red brick, while the \\vindow and door-

frames display carved gothic images.

The architect's decorative skill revealed itself with spe-
cial strength when designing the castle's chapel. Here the
doors are of common size but with a portal one stretching
the length and width of the side wall. The small columns
display typical Ukrainian folk woodcarving techniques. In
a word, the overall concept, the image-bearing design, the

decorative motives and architectural...construction pecu-

liarities bring this castle very close to the Ukrainian folk

artistic tradition. This, in turn, implies the possibility that
whoever owned the castle at the time must have commis..

sioned Ukrainian craftsmen and artists from Podillya and

Halychyna to do the job, and that there were also Maida...

vian masters present (as seems obvious from the ornament
on the castle's \\\\7aIls). *Bailey - Outer walls fortification. .)
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President Bill Clinton meets Leonid Kravchuk. President of Ukraine. at the White House. March 4. t 994.
Official White House Photo)
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Ukrainia n President Meets Clinton

P
RESIDENT KRAVCHUK'S Air Ukraine 1L62M
touched down at Andrews Air Force Base in Wash..

ington, D.C., at 3:56 pm on March 3, 1994. He was
welcomed to the United States by acting Chief of Proto..

col, Fred DuVal, Ukrainian Ambassador to the U.S. Oleh

Bilorus, U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine William Miller,

other dignitaries from the Ukrainian Embassy and repre..
sentatives from each of the Ukrainian organizations in

Washington, D,C. They were greeted with our traditional
bread and salt by Lydia Chopivsky Benson and Xenia

Ponomarenko in full Ukrainian costume.

After President Kravchuk and his delegation, which in-
cluded Acting Prime Minister Yukhym Zvyahilsky, For..

eign Minister Anatoliy Zlenko, Defense Minister General

Vitaliy Radetsky and Economics Minister Roman Shpak

were whisked away by helicopter, the community delega-
tion, led by Lydia Chopivsky Benson and Xenia Pono-
marenko warmly greeted Ukraine's Olympic Gold Medal..

ists Oksana Baiul and Victor Petrenko, who were

overcome by emotion. Baiul and Petrenko traveled to the
U.S. to meet President Clinton, at his request.)
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Victor Petrenko, 1993 World Champion figure skater,
is met with flowers by Lydia Chopivsky-Benson at

Andrews Air Force Base.)

That evening the Ukrainian President was hosted at a

reception at the new Ukrainian Embassy in Georgetown
(Washington, D.C.) which was attended by u.s. govern-
ment officials, Ukrainian diplomats as well as select mem-
bers of the Washington, D.C. Ukrainian community. Af-

ter Mr. Kravchuk and Ambassador Bilorus spoke at the

reception, Kravchuk introduced Olympic skaters Baiul
and Petrenko who were quite a hit that evening. A crowd

of people surrounded them the entire evening congratulat-

ing them and asking for autographs.
On Saturday, March 5, the President of Ukraine went to

the Shevchenko monument which was dedicated in 1964.
As the President and his delegation arrived there were al-

ready hundreds of Americans and Ukrainian Americans

there for the tribute to Shevchenko.

After the blessing, President Kravchuk laid a memorial
wreath at the foot of the monument. On behalf of the
Ukrainian community, George Chopivsky, Jr. began the
program by saying \"We are pleased to welcome you, Mr.
President to our celebration of the 180thanniversary of

the birth of our nation's Bard, Taras Shevchenko. In our
ancient tradition we greet you with bread and salt which

symbolize the hospitality, the goodwill, and generosity of
the Ukrainian people, and it is with these feelings that we,
the Ukrainian community of Washington also greet the
members of the government and parliament of Ukraine,
and the representatives of the United States and other na-
tions who have gathered here to celebrate with us the
memory of our Taras Shevchenko.)
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It now gives me great pleasure to introduce to you a per-

son who starting with nothing has established in the

United States, in only two years, a governmental repre-

sentative for independent Ukraine, and who has achieved

many accomplishments under difficult circumstances. I in-
troduce to you Ambassador Oleh Bilorus:' .)
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Ukrainian blue and yellow flags and Stars and Stripes

fly at the White House_)
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President Leonid Kravchuk (center) and Ambassador Oleh
Bilorus (left) are greeted by George Chopivsky in front of

the Shevchenko Monument in Washington, D.C.)

BELOW: At the reception in the Ukrainian Embassy, from
left: Victor Petrenko, World and Olympic Champion skaker

Oksana Baiul, Lydia Benson and Sophia Chopivsky.)
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